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ZirMed® Coding Tools

A

ccurate coding is critical to getting paid
quickly and fully—and it never ceases to

Part of ZirMed’s comprehensive revenue
cycle management
solution for healthcare

be challenging. Whether it’s finding the right
code for a new-to-market drug or device,
ensuring your modifier is correct when coding
a complex procedure, or narrowing your search
for the right ICD-10 code, the shifting regulatory and industry environments make coding
a potential bottleneck in organizations of all
sizes.

ZirMed’s Coding Tools options
Basic Coding Tools
• Basic CPT/HCPCS coding
• Basic ICD (ICD-9 and ICD-10) coding
Enhanced Coding Tools
• CPT/HCPS coding
• ICD-9 Procedure and Diagnosis coding
• Morphology coding
• Modifiers

With ZirMed’s Coding Tools, you can equip
your team with the solutions they need to
streamline their coding workflow. Users can
easily search for and find the codes they
need, and your organization will benefit from
an extra layer of assurance that coding is

• ASC coding
• Device/Product Info—the key to matching
manufacturers’ suggested codes
• Revenue coding
• Pharmaceutical coding—search by National
Drug Code (NDC) or based on CMS’ NDCto-HCPCS Crosswalk

complete and correct—before claims are

• CPT/CCI validations

submitted.

• CPT/ICD9 validations
• CPT/Rev validations
• Pro Part B validations

ZirMed’s Coding Tools
streamline your ICD-10
transition with intuitive,
helpful resources at
every step of the
coding process.


• Facility Part B validations

Benefits of ZirMed’s Coding
Tools
Simply sign in to the ZirMed portal, and you
can access the powerful coding-assistance
and search features of our Coding Tools right
alongside the Claims Management solutions
you use every day.
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ZirMed’s Coding Tools help you code
correctly the first time. You can search
within specific subsets so that only the
codes relevant to your practice appear in
search results. Our Coding Tools are also
regularly updated to align with the most
current standards, helping ensure your
organization’s compliance with LCD and
NCD regulations.

The tools you need
for ICD-10
In the months following go-live, even the
most skilled and knowledgeable coders
may find it challenging to code fluidly in
the “new language” of ICD-10. With a
fivefold increase in the number of codes
and a far greater level of specificity

face makes it easy to check for invalid
code combinations, search for and
confirm the appropriate ICD-10 codes,
and find the correct modifiers. Rather
than flipping through lengthy codebooks
or toggling between different programs,
you can quickly find the information you
need—all within the ZirMed portal.

for diagnoses and procedures, there’s
not only more risk of inaccurate cod-

Easily search for
and find the codes
you need—all within
the ZirMed portal.

ing—there’s the very real possibility of a
substantial drop in productivity.
That’s where ZirMed’s Coding Tools
come in—they streamline your ICD-10
transition by providing intuitive, helpful
resources at each step of the coding

Ready for coding
tools that truly help
your coders?
Contact ZirMed today
at: 1-877-494-1032
www.ZirMed.com

process. The straightforward user inter-

About ZirMed®
Founded in 1999, ZirMed is the nation’s premier health information connectivity and management solutions company, modernizing critical connections between
providers, patients, and payers to improve the business and process of healthcare. ZirMed combines innovative software development with the industry’s most
advanced transactional network and business analytics platform to give organizations a clearer view of their financial and operational performance. ZirMed’s
industry-leading technology and client support have been recognized with awards from KLAS®, Healthcare Informatics, Best of SaaS Showplace (BoSS), and
Black Book Rankings. Our nationwide network facilitates, manages, and analyzes billions of healthcare transactions, driving bottom-line performance with clinical
communications, comprehensive analytics, eligibility, claims management, coding compliance, reimbursement management, and patient payment services—including credit card processing, online payments, statements, estimation, and payment plan management. For more information about ZirMed, visit
www.ZirMed.com.
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